Introduction

I love old movies and I love watching Turner Classic Movies in particular. One Saturday evening a few years ago, I stumbled upon *The Great White Hope*. Released in 1970, it stars James Earl Jones as boxer ‘Jack Jefferson.’ The film is a biopic based on the life of boxer Jack Johnson (1878–1946), who, at the height of the Jim Crow era, became the first African American world heavyweight champion; he held the title from 1908 to 1915. I have been a huge boxing fan since I was a little kid. I first discovered Johnson when I was a teenager, but learned more about his life only when I was teaching a Black Studies course at the University of Toronto. I devoted an entire lecture to the history of Black people in sports. Johnson was truly the first African American sports hero. Yet he was also a controversial figure because he crossed racial and class lines in both his professional and personal life, even marrying a white woman, Etta Terry Duryea (played in the film by Jane Alexander), at a time when interracial relations were not only frowned upon but could result in death by lynching.

At one point in the film, Jefferson is in Budapest shortly before the start of World War I, but not to box. Instead, he is there to take the stage in a cabaret performance of *Uncle Tom’s Cabin*. It was an unexpected reference in a film about a boxer, and one I knew something about. Because I have been obsessed with *Uncle Tom’s Cabin* ever since I started studying the phenomenon of the nineteenth-century novel and its subsequent spinoffs. When several characters from *Uncle Tom’s Cabin* appeared as part of the film’s storyline, I had an ‘aha’ moment.
My fascination with the novel, first published in 1852 by Harriet Beecher Stowe, began in my twenties, when I read the book for the first time. I was working then as an insurance claims adjuster, living in a suburb northwest of Toronto. I had heard about the book since I was a little kid. But after someone I knew was called an ‘Uncle Tom,’ I decided I needed to know where this term came from. Out of sheer curiosity, I began reading the 391-page novel on the commuter train into the city. It took me almost a year to get through it, because nineteenth-century novels are pretty dense. But after I finished, I felt like I had just hit the tip of the iceberg in terms of understanding why, of all the character names in fiction, Uncle Tom’s has lingered on in popular culture and politics.

*Uncle Tom’s Cabin* interweaves three narratives. The first is the story of Eliza, an enslaved woman who becomes a fugitive when she flees with her young son over ice floes on the Ohio River to Cincinnati. With the help of Northerners, and in defiance of the 1850 Fugitive Slave Act – a federal law that mandated the capture and return of African Americans into slavery, whether they were enslaved or free – Eliza heads to Canada to reunite with her husband, George, who had run away earlier, refusing to endure his master’s cruelty any longer.

The other two storylines involve Uncle Tom and Little Eva. Tom, whom Stowe depicted as a dignified Christian man in his thirties or forties, is born a slave on a Kentucky plantation owned by Mr. Shelby. After falling into financial trouble, Shelby is forced to sell two of his slaves, one of whom is Tom. Even though Tom has a wife and children, he is sold to a slave dealer named Mr. Haley, who takes him to New Orleans. While being transported by boat to the plantation, Tom
rescues another passenger, Little Eva St. Clare, a six-year-old who has fallen into the river. Her grateful father, Augustine St. Clare, agrees to purchase Tom at auction.

Once on St. Clare’s plantation, Tom and Eva become friends. Tom takes on the role of Eva’s surrogate father, but also her plaything. He comforts and consoles Little Eva but does not scold or discipline her. In the early illustrated editions of the novel, Tom and Eva are depicted sitting together in an arbour on the plantation, reading the Bible. In other images, Eva sits on Tom’s lap and helps him get dressed.

Eva is a sickly child. She falls ill and, on her deathbed, asks her father to free all his slaves, especially Tom – who is depicted in illustrations as a dutiful friend at Eva’s deathbed.

Topsy, the young, enslaved girl in the novel, is a dehumanized depiction of Black girlhood. She is the extreme opposite of Little Eva, the novel’s child-angel. Topsy has unkempt hair, she lies, and is frequently in need of discipline. The juxtaposition between Topsy and Little Eva sets the stage for two racial stereotypes that still linger today around white childhood innocence and the far less innocent depictions of Black childhood.

While St. Clare is preparing to free his slaves, he is unexpectedly killed in a fight. Simon Legree, who owns a plantation in a remote area of Louisiana, purchases Tom and St. Clare’s other slaves from the estate. Legree is a brutal figure. He beats Tom for refusing to abuse the other enslaved men and women. Finally, Legree whips Tom to death after he refuses to reveal the whereabouts of others who have run away. Uncle Tom is the novel’s heroic figure because he chooses not to escape. Instead, he accepts his suffering and becomes Stowe’s martyr – a simple, God-fearing Christian whose strong faith does not allow him the apparently selfish luxury of escape. Tom ultimately becomes a symbol for a pious Black masculinity that is non-violent, loyal, and even accepting of the status quo for enslaved people.

Stowe’s story profoundly influenced public attitudes about slave-holding and the Fugitive Slave Act, as well as the events leading up to the Civil War. President Abraham Lincoln is reported to have said that Stowe and her book helped precipitate the Civil War. Early readers
could not have known that *Uncle Tom’s Cabin* was not merely a piece of abolitionist fiction penned by a writer fervently convinced that slavery was patently immoral. Rather, its publication marked the beginning of a cultural, commercial, ideological, and theatrical phenomenon that would endure for generations.

During my first reading of *Uncle Tom’s Cabin*, J. K. Rowling’s *Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone* was released. I had not (and still have not) read her novels or seen any of the films. But I started to see parallels between the early-twenty-first-century frenzy around Rowling’s Harry and our long-standing obsession with Stowe’s Uncle Tom.

In some ways, Uncle Tom, as a publishing phenomenon, is the nineteenth-century version of *Harry Potter*. After *Uncle Tom’s Cabin* was released as a novel, Stowe’s original publisher, John Jewett, sold merchandise, such as mementos, card games and puzzles, porcelain figures, needlework, and items of clothing. These items became cross-marketing tie-ins with the novel (though they would not have been called that at the time). Similarly, there have been countless product tie-ins with *Harry Potter* that extend the story well beyond the printed page. There has never been a time when *Uncle Tom’s Cabin* has existed only as a novel. Like *Harry Potter*, its multiple and associated images have always coexisted with the book. Rowling, however, managed to achieve what Stowe, given her era, never had the opportunity to do: she became a media mogul, not just a literary icon. Stowe herself is less remembered than her novel, even though she went on to become an editor and a suffragist, in addition to her abolitionist work. *Uncle Tom’s Cabin* was a phenomenon bigger than its author. In some ways, it is more synonymous with abolitionism today than actual abolitionists are!